1) Networking of Luminaires and Devices
1. Can individual luminaires and control devices exchange digital data with other luminaires and
control devices on the system, at the room or space level?
T-Smart Light utilizes Bluetooth SIG Mesh standard. A mesh network has a many-to-many topology, with
each device able to communicate with every other device in the mesh. Communication is achieved using
messages, and devices are able to relay messages to other devices so that the end-to-end communication
range is extended far beyond the radio range of each individual node.
Please refer to “Smart Module-TPTSTSL Series Spec.” for more detailed instructions.

2. What are the size limitations of the data communication system, in terms of number of edge
devices recommended for optimal performance?
To be able to design the lighting system correctly, it is important to know its possibilities and limitations.
Design Consideration

Best Practice

Number of wireless devices per

Maximum
250

network
Number of wireless devices supported

250

per Gateway
Number of wireless device per cloud

20000000

system with Gateway
Distance between wireless nodes,

-

33ft

typical interior obstruction

3. What is the maximum recommended distance between components?
T-Smart Light communicates up to 33ft through one interior walls for device to device communication.

4. Is control communication to edge devices wired, wireless or both?
All T-Smart Light connections are wireless. The gateway is capable of Wi-Fi and Ethernet connection.

5. For the networking components, describe briefly how software and firmware is upgraded and
under what circumstance and/or frequency.
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Refer to “03-OTA Firmware Update for T-Smart Light Devices”

6. What standards and/or protocols does the communication between the edge devices (luminaires,
sensors) and their coordinator (gateway, server, or peer) comply with?
The wireless radios are included in the mesh gateway for supporting Bluetooth SIG communications and
Wi-Fi communications. Please refer to “Mesh Gateway-GWSMMB Specification Sheet” for more details.

7. How is an edge device added to the network?
Add luminaire (Note: please turn on your phone’s Bluetooth when adding the luminaires.)

Step1： On the “Device”>”Luminaire”
page, click “+” or “ADD DEVICE”
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Step2： Click “Auto scan”, or manually select
the lighting product

Step3 ： The system starts to search for the
devices. The luminaires will be automatically
added once searched.

Step4： After adding, it will display the number of
added or failed devices.

Add switch (Note: please turn on your mobile phone’s Bluetooth when adding.)
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Step1： Click “+” or “Add device” on the
“Switch” page
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Step2： Click “Auto scan” or manually select the
switch

Step3： The system starts to search for the device.
The switch will be automatically added once
searched.

Step4： After adding, it will display the number of
added and failed switches.

8. Does the system offer or require a computer server, either local or cloud-based?
The T-smart Light system offers a cloud-based server to save all data and configurations. In the event of
long-term outages or disaster recovery, these settings can be recovered and re-implemented.

9. Does the system use a gateway or bridge?
The system requires a gateway which connects local Bluetooth network to cloud-based server. Please
refer to “Mesh Gateway-GWSMMB Specification Sheet” for more details.

10. If edge devices communicate with a server, either local or cloud, through a gateway or bridge,
how is the gateway/bridge connected to the server?
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Step1 ： On the Gateway page, click “ Config
network”.
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Step2： If you select Wi-Fi connection, enter the
Wi-Fi name and password, and then click “Save”.

Step3： Ethernet connection can be configure as
well: enter the IP information and click “Save”.

Step4 ： After configuration, check the gateway
page for the configuration result.

Note: Please turn on your phone’s Bluetooth in the configuration process;
Once the gateway is enabled, the luminaires can be controlled using Wi-Fi/Ethernet from any place.

2）Occupancy Sensing
1. Does the system have occupancy sensing capability, with instructions for how to configure
and/or use this feature?
Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” P38,39,41

2. Does the system have a vacancy mode option? (manual on, automatic off)
T-Smart Light sensor can be programmed as either Occupancy or Vacancy, with Occupancy sensor as the
default setting. Please refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” P 41 for more detailed instructions.
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3. What mode(s) of detection are offered in single mode?
The T-Smart Light sensor is a wireless PIR sensor and closed loop daylight harvesting.

4. For PIR sensors, what coverage options are offered, as defined in NEMA WD7-2011, for standard
height?
The T-Smart Light sensor is an in-fixture, digital sensor that provides wireless lighting control, digital
dimming, occupancy detection and daylight harvesting capabilities.

5. What is the default time delay setting in minutes?
Default settings:
Occupancy Control

Enabled

Hold time (1st Time Delay)

20 minutes

Prolong time (2nd Time Delay)

20 minutes

Dim Level

50%

Daylight Control

Enabled
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Daylight Level

6. Is time delay field adjustable?

\

If yes, include a reference describing how

Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” P38,39

7. Is a damp-condition occupancy sensor(s) available?
No

8. Does the system have the ability to set a dim level rather than off when unoccupied? (e.g. can
the lights be set to 30% dim level rather than off when no occupancy is detected?)

If yes, include

a reference describing how
Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” P38, 39

9. If yes, is this unoccupied dim level adjustable?

If yes, include a reference describing how

Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” P38, 39

3) Daylight Harvesting
1. Does the system have Daylight Harvesting / Photocell Control capability, with instructions for
how to configure and/or use this feature?
Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” P38, 39

2. Does the system have the capability to report photosensor settings (adjustable input parameters)
in a user interface?
Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” P38, 39

3. Is a damp-condition photosensor(s) available?
No
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4) High-End Trim
1. Does the system have field-reconfigurable high-end trim capability, with instructions for how to
configure and/or use this feature?

Individual luminaire setting

Step 1: Click the luminaire and turn to the device
control panel, choose “Power limit”.

Group setting
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Step 2: Set the device rated power, low end trim
and high end trim.
Low end trim: You can pick any value between
1%~30%. (The default is 10%)
High end trim: You can pick any value between
50%~100%(The default is 100%)

Step 1: Click the group and turn to the group
setting page, choose “Power limit”

Step 2: Set low end trim and high end trim for all
luminaire of the group.

2. How low as a % of maximum can high-end trim be adjusted?
Using the slider, you can pick any value from 50% to 100% (The default is 100%).
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5）Zoning
1. Does the system have Zoning capability as defined, with instructions for how to configure and/or
use this feature?
Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” p33, 34.

6) Individual Addressability
1. Does the system have Luminaire and Device Addressability capability?
The T-smart Light utilizes Bluetooth SIG Mesh standard. Bluetooth mesh defines a unicast address that
can uniquely identifies a single element. Unicast addresses are assigned to devices during the provisioning
process. This address can also be modified while in use. All short address in the Bluetooth network is set
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over Bluetooth radio instead of electrical circuiting.

2. What communication / wiring protocol is used between the integrated control module and the
driver?"
Refer to “Smart Module-TPTSTSL Series Spec.” p1

8) Continuous Dimming
1. Does the system provide continuous dimming according to the definition above for at least one
mode of operation?
Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” p28, 29

2. What dimming curve(s) does the control system (not the luminaire/driver) use?
The system utilizes the linear dimming curves, referring to the following diagram.
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9) Control Persistence
1. Does the system have the capability for control persistence according to the definition above?
T-smart Light support Bluetooth local control and remote control. When there is no gateway installed, the
occupancy sensing, daylight harvesting and high-end trim can be executed through local control.

2. Whether or not all 3 strategies are supported, what energy savings strategies continue to
function without connection or due to failure of connection to higher level networked elements?
In the absence of connection to higher level networked elements, you can execute the functions such as
the occupancy sensing, daylight harvesting, high-end trim, personal control and local manual switch.

3. Where are programmable parameters stored for control persistence?
The controllers have Flash memory unit to store the programmable parameters.

10) Scheduling
1. Does the system have scheduling capability, with instructions for how to configure and/or use
this feature?
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Step1： Click “+” to create a schedule. After
creation, click the schedule to edit it.
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Step2： Select the days of the week you want the
timer task to repeat, scroll up and down to set the
specified time, and then select a linked scene.

Step2.1： Select a desired scene from the scene
menu.

Step3： Click “Save” to complete the timer task
setting.

Note: Please turn on your phone’s Bluetooth when adding

2. Does the system provide the capability to override scheduling via a local override switch?
Manual wireless switch and commands from the mobile application can override a programmed schedule.

11) Energy Monitoring
1. Does the system have Energy Monitoring capability, with instructions for how to configure and/or
use this feature?
Refer to “04-Energy Monitoring”

2. What is the methodology(s)?
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(Note LUT="Look Up Table")

Refer to “04-Energy Monitoring”

3. How long is 15-minute energy data available in the system?

For instance, is it deleted after a

week, or 30 days, or a year?
Refer to “04-Energy Monitoring”

4. What is the smallest spatial resolution of the data record? Choose one from menu.
Refer to “04-Energy Monitoring”

5. Is optional hardware or software needed for energy monitoring?
Refer to “04-Energy Monitoring”

6. What data is available from energy monitoring with 15-minute interval data and column headings,
in .CSV and/or API?
Refer to “05-Day_2021-10-25”

13) User Interface
1. What is the User Interface platform(s)?
Refer to “T-smart Light App User Manual” p64 and “Wireless Bluetooth Switch (Single White Version) “, p2
Web portal
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2. Can the User Interface display existing system settings?
Navigate to the device setting page to view the existing system settings
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12) Luminaire Level Lighting Control, Integrated
1. Does the system have the capability to integrate/embed an occupancy sensor, ambient light
sensor and networked controller directly into a luminaire and/or kit at the time of manufacture; and
also satisfy the Control Persistence capability?
1) Please refer to 14-TOPBAND_ETL_P_Backlit Flat LED Panel Light_Smart Series_Specification
2) Gateway installation is required only when you are using any of the connected services (Energy
monitoring, remote control, etc.) features in that area. If the gateway in the network is lost (temporarily),
the nodes are still functioning. The occupancy sensing, daylight sensing and High-end trim continue to
operate locally as configured. The luminaires retain the sensor data locally.

2. What communication / wiring protocol is used between the integrated sensor module and the
driver?
Refer to “07-Smart Module-TPTSTSL Series Spec.” p1
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13) Cybersecurity
1. Are one or more of the following cybersecurity standards met?
T-Smart Light is ISO 27001 certified.

14) Manufacturer and System
1. Interior System Scope/Scale (note that Energy Monitoring is required for all scales except "Room
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or Zone")
The T-smart lighting system is organized into projects. Each space is a separate Bluetooth mesh network.
The project is divided in multiple levels: Site→Area →Space. The site can represent area as large as a
whole building or as small as a floor.
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